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Abstract 
Bayesian network is a popular tool for uncertainty process in Artificial Intelligence. In recent years, more and more 
attention has been paid to learning of Bayesian network. In this paper, we proposed a novel learning algorithm for 
Bayesian network based on (μ, λ)-Evolution Strategy, we present the encoding scheme and fitness function, designed 
the evolutionary operators of recombination, mutation and selection. Theoretical analysis and experimental results all 
demonstrate that the proposed method can learn the Bayesian network from data effectively. 
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1. Introduction 
Bayesian network has been a powerful tool for managing uncertainty. It has been successfully applied 
to expert system, diagnosis system, and decision support system et al. Bayesian network integrates 
graphical model and probability theory, and it indicates the internal relationship among variables. 
In recent years, many researchers pay much attention to the learning algorithm for Bayesian network. 
Learning the structure of a Bayesian network can be considered a specific example of the general problem 
of selecting a probabilistic model that explains a given set of data[1].  
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In this paper we proposed a novel learning algorithm for Bayesian network based on Evolution 
Strategy. In detail, we adopt “(μ, λ)-Evolution Strategy” which is an evolutionary computing method to 
learn Bayesian network. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents brief background knowledge. The 
method we proposed is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental results and discussion 
of the proposed method. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 5. 
2. Theoretical Background 
A Bayesian network (BN) is a graphical model for representing relationships among variables. Let us 
consider a set of variables X={X1,X2,…,Xn}, a Bayesian network is a tuple (G , Θ) , where G is a directed 
acyclic graph (DAG), each node of G represents the variable, and each directed edge represents 
relationships between variables; and Θ={ P(Xi | πi ) ,1≤i≤n } represents the local conditional probability 
distribution of each node given the values of their parent nodes, where πi is the parent set of Xi.  
Assumed the range of Xi is { }, the range of πi is{ }, the local conditional probability 
distribution  of each node is represented by , and . 
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Evolution Strategy (ES) is one of the evolutionary computing methods. ES produces consecutive 
generations of individual, during a generation a selection method is used to select specific individuals 
which form the new generation by recombination and mutation [2]. 
3. Learning Bayesian network  based on Evolution Strategy 
The problem of learning of Bayesian network can be stated as follows. Assuming that D represent the 
data, the purpose is to obtain a Bayesian network S that best fit the D.  
3.1. Encoding 
The Bayesian network structure was encoded into adjacency matrix or adjacency list in previous coding 
way, but the method will result in a large amount of cyclic graphs which are illegal structures. Based on the 
coding scheme in [3][4], in this paper, the code is divided into 3 parts. 
The 1st part is a sequence of nodes: This order is the reverse of topological sort of the network nodes, so 
there is no cycle. For example, the sequence of Figure 1 is 54231. 
 
Fig. 1. A simple example of Bayesian network. 
The 2nd part has n-1 segments, each segment indicate the parents of each node in the sequence above, 
the last node has no parent, so only n-1 segments needed. For example, the structure of Figure 1, the 
second part of code is 1110 111 10 0. segment 1 indicate that for node 5, node 4,2,3 is parent, and Node 1 
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is not parent; segment 2 indicate that for node 4, node 2,3,1 is parent; segment 3 indicate for Node 2, Node 
3 is parent, and Node 1 is not; and so on. Further more, considering simple of network structure, we restrict 
the number of parents of each node can not exceed k. In general, k is much smaller than n, and using the 
code above will include lots of 0. So we use compress form of the code, that is only recording the position 
of 1 in the order of sequence from first part, thus the final code is [234  345  4  0]. 
The 3rd Part is adaptive step size in mutation evolutionary strategy σ. So in summary, the code of 
Figure 1 is [54231  234  345  4  0  σ]. 
3.2. Fitness function  
We use Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)[1] scoring measure to be the Fitness function , that is as 
follows: 
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where is number of sample which and  in data D. L is the number of samples. | X | is 
the number of assignment of X. and P  measures the fitness of  S to data D, Pen(S) is penalty 
function about the structure of S to make the learning algorithm trend to obtain concise model which is 
easy for management. 
3.3. Evolutionary operator  
z Recombination
The Recombination of evolution strategy is equivalent of the cross for genetic algorithm. But unlike 
GA, the Recombination generates only one individual from two parent individuals.  
For the first part of the code, we use Partially Matched Crossover of GA[5], selecting a new individual 
from the two resulting individuals randomly. For the second part of the code, for each segment, a segment 
is selected randomly from the two parent individuals as the segment of the child individual. The third part 
is the size of step in Mutation, using the mid-value for Recombination. If the third part of two parents are 
σ1and σ2, after Recombination, it is (σ1+σ1)/2. 
z Mutation 
There are three types of mutation operator: the adding an arc, deleting an arc, and reversing an arc. It is 
not to perform one mutation operator during mutation, but to perform |σ⋅N(0,1)| mutation operators, 
N(0,1) is normally distributed random variable which mean=0 and variance=1.
z Selection
Selection is strictly according to the fitness, eliminating all the poor individuals, selecting all the good 
ones. The proposed algorithm using (μ, λ) selection strategy: μ parent individuals generate λ (λ>μ) 
children individuals, and select μ individuals from the resulting λ individuals as the next generation. 
 
λ −  described as follows:  μIn summary, the pseudo-code of the learning algorithm based on 
Procedure ESBN (data D) 
begin 
Generate μ Bayesian networks randomly as init group S(0); 
Select a network randomly from S(0) as current best network S max; 
for each  Si in  S(0)  do
Fitness[Si]= Cal-Fitness(Si) ;     //Calculate Fitness 
    end for
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S max=Select_Top_One(S(0)) ;         
S min=Select_Lowest_One(S(0)) ;
t=0;
while ( t< tmax  ||  Fitness[S max] − Fitness[S min]<ε) do
for i=1 to  λ do      //Generate λ children individuals
Si (t) ← Random_Select(S(t)) ;  
Sj (t) ← Random_Select(S(t)) ;
Childreni ←Recombination(Si (t) , Sj (t) ) ;                // Recombination
Childreni ←Mutation(Childreni) ;           // Mutation
Fitness[Childreni]=Cal-Fitness(Childreni) ;     
end for 
Select μ individuals as next generation S(t+1) from  // Selection 
{Childreni ,…, Childrenλ}  according to Fitness[Childreni] (1≤i≤λ )    
t=t+1;
S max=Select_Top_One(S(t));
S min=Select_Lowest_One(S(t));
end while 
return S max ;
end  ▌
4. Experiment and discussion 
We use benchmark experiment data generated from a classical Bayesian network called Alarm [6] which 
has 37 nodes. In detail, we generate a training data set with 4000 samples, the first 3000 samples are used 
for learning, and the last 1000 samples are used for testing. We make the learning samples into 3 groups 
each of which contains 1000 samples, 2000 samples, 3000 samples, then we learn 3 Bayesian networks 
from the 3 groups and test the learning accuracy separately. The algorithm is evaluated based on the 
average Log-Loss of each learned network on this test set, that is ∑
=
N
i iS CPN 1 )(
1 [7], where N is the number 
of test data, Ci is the ith sample of test data. For convenience, we actually use the absolute value of Log-
Loss, it's value can measure how well the learned network fit the data, that is the accuracy of learned 
network, and the value is the smaller, the better. The results are summarized in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. The learning performance of the proposed algorithm with 3 groups test data. 
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From Figure 2, we can see the algorithm can converge to a good network, and the more samples used 
for learning, the faster algorithm will converge, and the better Bayesian network will be obtained. Because 
more data can contains more statistical features, so the learned result will be more accurate.  The 
experimental shows that the algorithm is effective. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, a (μ, λ)-Evolution Strategy based learning algorithm for Bayesian network is proposed. 
An improved encoding scheme of Bayesian network structure is proposed, the fitness function is designed 
based on the BIC scoring measure. The recombination, mutation and selection evolutionary operators are 
also proposed. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can learn the Bayesian network from 
data effectively. 
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